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Abstract. Experience in setting up a workflow from scanned images of
mathematical papers into a fully fledged mathematical library is described
on the example of the project Czech Digital Mathematics Library DML-CZ.
An overview of the whole process is given, with description of all main
production steps. DML-CZ has recently been launched to public with
more than 100,000 digitized pages.
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1 Motivation
The Czech Mathematical Society has closely followed initiatives worldwide
aimed at the digitization of the mathematical literature. When the Academy
of Sciences of the Czech Republic opened the R&D programme Information
Society in 2004, an opportunity was set up in which a group of mathematicians,
computer scientists and librarians were brought together and provided with
funds for creating the Czech Digital Mathematics Library DML-CZ [1,2]. The
aim of the project approved for the five years period 2005–2009 is to digitize
the relevant mathematical literature published in the Czech lands. It should
comprise periodicals, selected monographs and conference proceedings from
the nineteenth century up until currently produced mathematical publications.
Despite the hitherto unsuccessful attempts to obtain funding for European
or world-wide DML projects we hope that the DML-CZ can represent a step
towards a European or even world-wide platform for a digital mathematics
library, bottom-up evolved from smaller “pilot” projects.
We have been facing the problem that except of a rather general and
brief position papers of the Committee on Electronic Information and
Communication of the International Mathematical Union there are no clear
guidelines to follow. We take inspiration mainly from the French initiatives
NUMDAM [3] and CEDRAM.
In the first part of the project we concentrated on the retrodigitization of
journals published in the pre-electronic era: we started from scanned pixels
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18 Petr Sojka, Jiří Rákosník
on the page. Now we are turning to the “retro-born-digital period” (there is
already an electronic form of a paper available in some format) and the modern
born-digital publication processes that start as early as in authors’ minds. The
project should result in an authentic user-friendly fully validated digital library
rich in content and metadata.
Our attention has been concentrated on the research journals Czechoslovak
Mathematical Journal, Commentationes Mathematicae Universitatis Carolinae, Appli-
cations of Mathematics, Archivum Mathematicum, Časopis pro pěstování matematiky
a fysiky (with all its later mutations up to the recent Mathematica Bohemica),
Kybernetika and several more titles. We are going to include the Slovak journal
Mathematica Slovaca and several journals devoted to mathematics education. The
first digitized monographs comprise work by the famous Czech mathematician
Bernard Bolzano.
Table 1 shows the current state of the DML-CZ data processing as numbers
of pages processed.
The organization of the paper follows the workflow of the project, adapted
to different types of acquired input data:
full digitization from prints: work starts from a paper copy;
full digitization from bitmap image: work starts from an electronic bitmap of
pages;
retro-born-digital: work starts from an electronic version of the document
(usually in PostScript or PDF);
born-digital: workflow of the journal production is enriched with an auto-
mated export of data for the digital library.
We comment on both general and detailed aspects of all steps involved, as were
developed throughout the course of the project realization. A reader interested
in the technical details of the problem areas solved within the project is referred
to see [4,5,6,7].
Section 2 describes image acquisition, scanning and operations done at the
level of page bitmap images. Section 3 evaluates the state-of-the-art possibilities
for getting textual representation of digitized papers. The process of editing
metadata is discussed in Section 4. Specific handling of documents from the
“retro-born-digital” period is described in Section 5. The pilot project aiming at
instant import of new articles with validated metadata from journal publishers
is described in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to a generation of the final PDF
files and to their import into the digital library for presentation. We finally
survey our future plans in Section 8.
2 On the Pixel Level
Processing of scanned images is aimed at final delivery of 600 DPI bi-tonal
images suitable for a quality OCR and a fine print. This is the quality used
for example by JSTOR and NUMDAM. Images from Göttingen and images
scanned in the Digitization Centre of the Library AS CR prior to the project
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20 Petr Sojka, Jiří Rákosník
DML-CZ have bi-tonal 400 DPI quality. The difference is visible, and leads to
the higher OCR error rate. We do not suggest scanning in lower quality than
600 DPI.
We perform our new scans at 600 DPI with 4-bit depth, having a space for
geometrical and other transformations done on images before binarization. The
primary scans are archived for a possible future reprocessing if needed. We
use BookRestorer software for interactive and batch image processing in an
uncompressed TIFF format. Operations performed on images are:
1. geometrical correction (narrowing the baselines and widths of the same
characters on the same line);
2. cropping;
3. blur filter, 3× 3 pixels, to eliminate one or two pixel size variations;
4. binarization with manually adjusted parameters for every batch (usually
journal volume);
5. despeckle filter, with both white and black spotting, 3× 3 pixels;
6. publish — processed TIFFs are stored being compressed by the Lempel-
Ziv-Welsh method for compressing grayscale and the G4 one for binarized
images to speed up further processing (OCR) and to save space.
Both the order of these steps and the parameter adjustments for images of
different quality are very important. For the data from Göttingen Digitization
Centre (GDZ) slightly different operations are needed as the input files are
already bi-tonal and some filters are applicable only on grayscale images.
Fine-tuning of operations done on the pixel level pays back in the following
step: the OCR.
3 Optical Character Recognition
To have papers indexed we need to get full texts from page bitmaps via the
process of optical character recognition. Also, we need to recognize logical page
numbers located in every TIFF. A FineReader software development kit was
used to develop a part of the Sirius system for the location and recognition of
page numbers, and a batch system DML-CZ OCR [8,9] which takes sequences of
TIFF images and produces two-layered one page PDFs (with invisible full-texts
behind the images). The processing starts with the recognition of languages
used in every paragraph, and then blocks are recognized again with a special
setting (language dictionaries used) for every given block of text. With such a
fine-tuning of parameters, we are able to achieve one percent character error
rate [9].
Among solutions and software evaluated on the plain texts the FineReader
gives the best results, but it has no support for the recognition of mathematical
expressions. Texts without recognized maths may be enough for a basic style
indexing and search, but it is not surprising that omitting maths matters when
the full texts are used for such tasks as automated text classification and
i
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From Pixels and Minds to the Mathematical Knowledge. . . 21
categorization or computing paper similarity [10]. Therefore we evaluate the
state-of-the-art possibilities for mathematical OCR.
Developers of the InftyReader system [11] gradually improve the support
of European languages, MathML and LATEX export filters and enrich the
recognized database of mathematical symbols. Infty’s PDF import capability is
very significant to us: it is now possible to import our current FineReader’s two-
layer PDFs, use the text part only, throw away badly recognized maths and to
detect and recognize maths expressions. This would allow addition of another
PDF layer with formulae in TEX notation or with other maths representation,
for example.
An open question remains as to how to represent the maths for indexing.
Should it be MathML, or the specially crafted term algebra allowing
incorporation of structural similarity measures and term unification? Results of
the project arXMLiv http://kwarc.info/projects/arXMLiv/ for translation
of arXiv http://arxiv.org/ to XML+MathML may support the XML approach,
but for the rigorous comparison dual indexing schemes should be tried in the
future.
4 Handling Metadata
It is known that providing complete, correct and reliable metadata requires
a very large effort. The information-rich metadata needed for a full-featured
digital mathematics library comprehend more than the standard sets of
metadata corresponding to the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set; the
bibliographical references are of importance as well as language alternations of
titles, different spellings of names, full-texts obtained by OCR and then indexed
etc.
It is basically impossible to anticipate all questions and problems that may
appear during a digitization of mathematical literature, especially the older
one. The multilingual content of the DML-CZ makes the problem yet more
complex. Every paper is provided with the original title (except for Russian
ones) and with its English translation. We add additional language version of
the title whenever available. This happens for example when the original paper
is in Czech and there is a corresponding German entry in . We keep all these
versions in the metadata.
Most mathematical journals require today putting one primary and possibly
several secondary codes of the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) in the
paper. These codes have to be assigned to the old papers, when this system was
not used. This represents a particular problem while moving towards the older
issues, because the terminology evolved and understanding certain expressions
requires reading and understanding the whole paper. We are using machine
learning techniques for the development of the primary MSC guesser [7].
The references are presented in the original languages which in fact means
that the list of references for a single paper may include any combination of
Czech, Slovak, English, French, Russian, German, Italian. Even though we use
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22 Petr Sojka, Jiří Rákosník
the developed OCR techniques with automated identification of the block of
references and relatively reliable language detection, a manual work of checking
and correcting still remains.
Harvesting the metadata from Zentralblatt MATH and Mathematical
Reviews helps a lot but several types of problems appear: when the paper
is not written in English, the English translations of titles in both databases
may differ. Which one should be taken as the authority? Should the title be
corrected in DML-CZ if the English translation contained in the database
is not satisfactory? A similar problem concerns authors’ names (ambiguous
transcription), in particular Russian, Chinese and Vietnamese ones, the MSC
codes etc.
Starting with Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal as the pilot project we have
designed a workflow and developed several tools to handle the metadata at the
minimum price. However, when moving on to the next journals, especially the
older ones, we realized that the tools must be extended and improved.
The most important tool we use is the Metadata Editor (ME) [4] which has
gradually developed into an efficient web application that allows the metadata
editing over the Internet according to assigned structured access rights. It
supports two levels of actions. On the first one the person editing the data
(operator) is provided with page thumbnails so that he can visually check the
completeness, scan the quality and configuration of the articles, easily shuffle
the pages and cut or merge articles if necessary. On the other level the operator
can check the automatically imported metadata, edit and complete them. An
important integral part of the is the module for administration of authority files
with authors’ names. It enables the most suitable version of the name for the
DML-CZ to be selected and to match it with all its other versions.
These functionalities in combination with remote access enable to distribute
the work among several people on different levels of expertise. Hired operators
(mostly students of mathematics) usually work on the first level. They inspect
and correct the structure of complex objects (journal – volumes – issues –
articles). Afterwards, they make the initial inspection of the metadata, add the
titles in the original languages, provide notes signalizing possible problems.
Experienced mathematicians then add the necessary translations, complete the
missing MSC codes, provide links between related papers. They also accomplish
the final revision and validation of the metadata.
We consider articles references as important metadata of every paper. Their
availability makes it possible to use professional systems like CrossRef for
cross-publisher citation linking. The work starts from OCR text, in which a
block of references is found. Citations are tagged by a script based on regular
expressions written for the citation style of every journal. The operator then
checks, edits and approves the list of paper citations.
The task of assigning MSC codes (primary, secondary) for retrodigitized
articles requires qualified mathematicians. They may be helped by MSC codes
suggested by an automated classifier trained by machine learning techniques
from a database of articles already classified [10,7].
i
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For fixing errors that can be safely detected (as MSC code string invalid in
MSC 2000) procedures are formulated and coded. They are automatically run
as overnight jobs together with updates of the database and metadata statistics
and logs useful for the management of Metadata Editor workflow.
Finally, various detection procedures of possible errors have been suggested,
evaluated and implemented for finding anomalous and suspicious content
of metadata fields, with lists of warnings generated with hyperlinks for easy
checking by an operator. These procedures allow for an efficient and economical
increase of metadata completeness and quality.
5 Metadata from the Retro-Born-Digital Period
There used to be periods from which journals are already available in some
kind of electronic form — there is no need to scan from paper. However, such
data comes in a very wide variety of formats and encodings.
From the publisher of Archivum Mathematicum we obtained TEX sources, the
publisher of Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal, Applications of Mathematics, and
Mathematica Bohemica) provided us with a mixture of PostScript, PDF and TEX
files. Even the files for a single volume of a journal might not be homogeneous:
TEX formats, macros and bibliography citation typesetting differ, so that to
develop a conversion filter for every file format and every markup is not worth
the effort.
We have developed several strategies for extracting reliable citation list for
every paper:
– generation from BibTex file;
– starting from LATEX’s thebibliography environment grabbed from TEX file
massaged by Perl script;
– starting from the plain text extracted from PostScript or PDF file;
– rerunning the AMS-TEX file with modified macros that write out tagged
citation externally (used for Commentat. Math. Univ. Carolinae).
In the case when none of the above strategies is easily applicable, we resort to
the standard OCR workflow starting from an electronic version of a page.
6 Data from the Born-Digital Period
Following the idea of the project CEDRAM, we wanted to automate the import
of newly published papers as much as possible. We cooperated with the editors
of Archivum Mathematicum to develop the journal production workflow in the
way that data and metadata to be imported into DML-CZ are created as an
automatic byproduct of the preparation of the printed issue.
New LATEX and BibTex style files have been developed; all citations for
every paper are stored in the BibTex format. A set of conversion utilities and
a workflow that extensively uses the programmes make (a Unix tool which
i
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24 Petr Sojka, Jiří Rákosník
automates the generation and handling of dependencies), Tralics (conversion to
XML), JabRef (for BibTex citation management) have been developed and the
first issue of the current volume of the journal has already been prepared as a
result of this pilot project. The process is described in detail in [5].
7 Digital Papers Delivery
In DML-CZ, we decided to support article (book chapter) oriented delivery
usually supported in scientific digital libraries as a Springer Link, as opposed
to page-oriented systems used in GDZ, for example. An article or chapter is
logical deliverable unit for mathematical scholars as distinct from an audience
of historians.
The generation of deliverable PDF, for every paper or book chapter consists
of the following steps:
– checking that all paper metadata and digital objects were approved by the
operator of the ;
– generation of a LATEX source file with metadata for title page typesetting;
– generation of title page PDFs with PdfLATEX. There is a full paper citation, a
persistent URL and a copyright notice on the page;
– merging the title page PDF and individual PDF pages of article into one
PDF;
– setting the PDF security options for viewing, printing, cut and paste etc.;
– PDF object optimization (linearization) by program pdfopt from Ghost-
Script software suite;
– PDF is digitally signed using DML-CZ’s certificate. This allows a recipient of
a PDF to verify that it originated from the DML-CZ project. It is a standard
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) approach.
– PDF is imported into digital library, file hash is computed and the counting
of download statistics begins.
7.1 IPR Issues
The intellectual property rights (IPR) issues concern the copyright of three
subjects: the author, the publisher (and/or distributor) and the administrator of
the digital library. Concerning the author’s copyright, we have to admit that the
IPR issues are not fully solved yet. The announced amendment to the Czech
Copyright Act did not meet our expectations. The articulation still complies
rather with the interests of commercial mainstream art neglecting the needs
of science and the nature of scientific publication. Unconditional adherence
to the Act would seal off the main object of the DML-CZ: to provide access
to mathematical literature which has been published. The problem is that the
digital copy is considered a new original version of author’s work. Therefore,
the Institute of Mathematics AS CR as the administrator of the DML-CZ has to
face the (rather theoretical) risk of some author’s request aimed at the removal
of his or her digitized paper from the displayed library.
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From Pixels and Minds to the Mathematical Knowledge. . . 25
The publishers have been encouraged to make contracts with authors of
paper allowing to make a digital copy of their work and to present them in the
DML-CZ. The relation between the publisher and the DML-CZ is settled with
a formal agreement which secures the ownership of the digital material for
the publisher. Depending on the actual conditions, the publisher may have a
problem with the distributor’s willingness to accept a reasonable moving wall
for the open access to the past journal volumes. We believe that even this issue
will be met with a suitable solution in due time.
The digital library has a bit set on or off for every deliverable file, whether it
may be served freely or not. The bit is implicitly set on to serve the content, but
paper may be “withdrawn” from the library by setting it to off by the library
administrator.
7.2 Indexing and Search, PURL, OAI-PMH
The digital library system we have chosen for running DML-CZ is the open
source system DSpace developed at Boston MIT. DSpace is now actively
supported and maintained by the DSpace Consortium — it has customizable
layout layer Manakin, embedded OAI-PMH (Open Archive Initiative Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting) server and a scalable indexing library, persistent URL
support for every object in the library; its complexity and maintenance is still
manageable.
DSpace uses Lucene — an open source library for information retrieval
(indexing and search), that can be enriched by the special handling of
mathematical formulae in the future.
Discussions about a persistent URL for our PDFs ended in the semantically
rich URL of the pattern dmlcz/handle#-authors-title. The mandatory part of
the URL ends with the handle number, other URLs with this prefix will be
redirected to the full one. Indexing robots will thus use words of the main
article’s metadata (author, title) with high weight for rank computation — kind
of special optimizations for Google[bot].
Further details of DSpace customization for the DML-CZ web presentation
http://dml.cz are described in [12] and [4].
8 Summary and Future Work
We have described how the digitization process is implemented in the DML-CZ
project and what problems we have been facing. An overview of the highly
structured and wide-ranging workflow unifying different and heterogeneous
data sources shows that the complexity of building a mathematical library is
usually underestimated, and complexity of the issues is neglected. Instead of
waiting for black-box solutions we decided to tackle the described issues by
pilot studies and perform the actual digitization task locally. We believe that
this is the most straightforward way towards the envisioned EuDML or even
the World Digital Mathematics Library WDML.
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26 Petr Sojka, Jiří Rákosník
Hundreds of decisions from very different areas have to be made, most
of them crucial to the overall project success. Some subtasks may surely be
subcontracted, diminishing the expertize needed by the core project team
members, but it is at the price of loosing flexibility and even quality due to the
lower understanding of all details and exceptions. We preferred to use open
source software and approaches that may be automated as much as possible.
In the future we plan to
– increase the coverage of DML-CZ’s retro-born digital materials by develop-
ing parametrized semi-automatic conversions from PDF journal archives;
– finalize the metadata validation procedures;
– participate in defining the interfaces and conversion filters for data export
for projects on European or worldwide levels;
– pursue research in the areas of mathematical document classification,
indexing and retrieval, mathematical expression OCR, representation and
indexing;
– re-compress images in the front layer of PDF files with JBIG2 compression as
has already been available in the PDF format since Acrobat 5, and allowing
significant size reduction;
– evaluate the possibility of assigning digital object identifiers (DOI) to
papers in the DML-CZ, and to use the Handle System infrastructure
http://handle.net;
– design alternative and novel user interfaces for the digital library; we are
considering the graph spring layout (force-directed algorithms for graph
drawing) and context techniques used in the TouchGraph project above the
web of cross-referenced publications in the digital library (represented by
configurable metadata views as in Visual Browser).
An official public opening of validated DML-CZ data to the community
of mathematicians was launched in June 2008. Interested readers may visit
http://dml.cz and http://project.dml.cz.
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